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W STTUMMiXNE PATTERN IN THE K!XINITY OF

AN OBLIQUE AIRFOIL

By Charles E. We.tkine

A method for iietermlaingthe streamline flow pattern of a
nontiSCO.U9Incomprcmei,ble fluid a%out en oblique alrfoil from
the correspending flow pattern a%ont the ail~oii in normal.
position is presented and illustrated vtth two examples. The
me+.hodcsm be cxrhxled to accomt a~proximate~v for compreaiai-
M.lity effects %y appl.@ng the Pren.dtl-Giauertcorrection factor
to the flow pattern that is &j~@ to the leading edge of the
airfoil. T’339method Is expected to ‘beusefti in detwmiuing the
shape of a fuse%ge or’nacelle havng a mintium of interference
with tiaeflow over a ewept-’backwing.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of detetining the two-dimensional flow of a
..

nonviscous incompressible fluid ciboutarbitrarily shaped airfoils
has been solve~ by the appj.icationof conforma3 transformations ‘
(reference i). The solution is applicable, as indicated hy the
term ‘Ttwo-dimenai.onal,” when the airfoil is considered as a
cylintlerof infinite length with its goneratlng element normal
to the direction of motion of the fluid. “fienthe airfoil is
oblique t.othe diraciion of motton of tinefluid, the problem
of determining the flow to a three-tienslonal problem even
with airfoils of infinite span.

Reference 2 yoizts out that when the airfoil is o%li.queto
the direction of motion of the flula the streamlines must bend
laterally as well as verticeJJ-yin ~e,esingover the airfoil, and
that tho lift end flow disturbances created by sn ollique airfoil
of infinite span s,zzedue solely to the component of flow normal
to the leading edge of the airfoil. The component of flow
pm~k~ w the axis of the airfoil has a constant value aepending
upon the velocity of the undisturbed fluid and upon the angle of
obliquity. Calculation of the three-dimensional flow pattern
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about an oblique airfoil $or a given lift shonld therefore be
possible by the superposition of a uniform velocity parallel
to the axis of the airfoil on the two-dtiensiontiflow pattern,
normal to the airfoil, required to yield the given lift,

The favorable effect of eweeplxack(that is, reduced pressure
dr&] on the high-speed characteristics of a vbg was shown in
reference 2 to be associated with the lateral.displacement of the
streemd.inesin passing over the wing. At the root section of a
swept-hack wil~ or at the juncture of @ oblique wing with a
fuselage or nacelle the Iaterd. &@acmont is ordinarily prevented
by interference. There is, howcwer, a possibility of shaping the
fuselage or nacelle to accommodate this displacement fol--agiven
I.iftand thus to minimize the flow distwbmce when Vie airfoil
is at the proper attitu@ to produce the given lift.

The pwose o? the present paper i6 to set up afiethod for -
calculation of.tlm streamline pattern about an o’bliqueairfoil
and to give specillc examples of the non~is$ous-incmpres~ible-
fluid flow patterns about two part@.il.ar“airfoilec.The me~tod
could be easily extendcxlto accovnt approximately for the effects
of compressibilityby a~plytng tho well-known Prandtl-Glauert
correction factor to tilecomponent of flow normal.to the leading
edge of the airfoil,

It should bs pointed out Vnat the boundary-l~er effects
are expected to be more promin~nt M flow over an oblique airfoil
than In flow orer a normal airfoil. The theoretical computations,
consequently, are not expected to agree as “wellwith experimc.mt
as those for a normal airfoil<

undieturbod.velocity”

total local veloclty

cmponent of undisturbed
airfoil (U. cos L)

component of total local
airfoil

SYMBOLS

veloci~ nomnal to leading edge of

velocfty normal to hwtirig odgo of
..

vertical component of vt310citz

eagle of obliquity or sweep me&ured from normal to direction
of undisturbed flow
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6 angle made by resultmt local-vdmtty vector with
horizon~ plane

~r angle made by vector, representing component of local
velocity normal to leading edge of airfoil, with
horizontal plme

n acute angle between projection of resultant local.-
velocity vector onto horizontal plsne and direction of

undisturbed flow, ssme si@ as
(
.+

)
Cos Cf - 1

* stream function

X, Y, z Cartesian coordinates denoting any point in field of flow

FLow m OBLIQUE AJRl?cml

Consider an airfoil of 3nfinite span, with camber &/or
angle of attackto produce a desired lift, placed obliquely at
an angle & relative to anomnal. to the Lirection of motion
of undisturbed fluid (fig. 1), At a great dlatance ahead.of the
leading edge of the airfoil the vector quantity U. representing
the velocity of the undisturbed fluid conbe resolvod into components
normal tG and parsllel to the airfoil. (See fig. 2.) As indicated
in the “Introduction,” the component of flow U. sin L parallel-to
the axis of the airfoil at a great distance ahead of the airfoil
is the same as the corresponding component taken at any poinhin
the field of flow; that is, the component of flow r-ins constant.
The component normal to the wing changes tith locel velocity; its
value U. cos A at a -at distance ahead of the airfoil is
denoted by Uo~.

Throughout the remainder of this discussion it is clarifying
to consider the flow pattern about the oblique airfoil as consisting
of two separate fields of flow. The components of flow normal to
the airfoil are considered as one ccanpleteflow field with
wn.disturbedvelocity Uoc

‘ t!
end hereinafter are referred to as

nomml. flow pattern’ror as simply “normal flow,~’ ‘Theactual
flow pattern With undisturbed velocity U. is considered as a
seccnd, separate ~roblem.

A$ prevl.ousl~pointed outhereti and l?nrei’are~ce2 the llft
end flow disturbances created by the airfoil are produced solely by
the normal flow. The streamlines of the nonnd flow pattern sad
Velc)cityratio U’/Uot along the stre@ines, required to produce

a given lift,can therefore be obtained.fram two-dimensional con-
siderations. Reference 2 also indicates that any disturbance of
the fluid createdby the presence of the airfoil, whether the airfoil
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iS normel or oblique to.t.kestream dkraction,
perpendi.cul.arsto the surface of the airfoil.
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takes @ace along
!I’hevertical *

diaplaoomenb of streamlines, ~erefore, M the mime when considered
as belonging to either the nb~l or actual flow field. T!h8same .—

reasoning applies to vetiicsl components of velocity w. —.—. ::—

Fran the foregoing consi.de~tdons tie &irection and magnitude
of the velocity at aqv pofilt”of a stiretiine kelonging to the
no-l flow field can be G@pOUE@d lfit]l&e r.~mtant ccmponeut . .- –.
of flow that is parallel to *G axis M fhe airfoil to yield the
_tude md directicn of flowat the &w”point h the actual

.

flow field. (%e fig. 3,) In order to obtain the lateral dis-
placement of any strearn’linein the actual flow field from the
corresponding streatie h the nCWZ@ flow fielij.,the vectors

—

representing tinevelocities of the two i?~eltiat each point of a
streamline of the nomnal f~QW fl&.d can b~ yrojected onto a horizonkl
plane . (See fig. 3.) ~iq gmoe~g g2ve8 a a.irectim or slope
relative to the fluid dlxw+ti~~ U .

?
Since @e vertical.components

of veloctty are the same kn each.f old, this slope can be expressed
in terms of known quantities. From fi.gnm 4, it cam be seen that ..

t.-

and, therefore,

Q
ax =tanf’1

.U’ COB c’tan A-uo’taa A
Uo’ tan~ A. u’ co~

.

(1) : ___

.

where y is the lateral displacement of the streamlin&, x is
measl~ed in the direction of”unaeturbed fluid Uo, fi is the acute
angle between tha projected velocit,yvector of the actqal flow

.

field and the direction of undisturbed fluid””Uo, and ~’ is the
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angle that the velocity &@&” ok .t&&‘no= field makes vith the -
horizontal plane. The lateral displacement for any value of x
is then given by the evaluation cd’

(2”)

provided- xl is taken far

disturlmnce in the flow to.
coordinates of streamlines
erpressed as xl 3-,end z
streamlines ccmmon to both

uxl

enough ahead of the airfoil for the

be negllgi’ble. The three-Umensional
in the actual flow field can now be
whel?e z itathe vertical displacement of
the ndcmal and actual flow fields.

APPLIGM.%M ~ $3?ECZ!?ICKG?J?OILS

In order to make clew sane & the characteristics that are
to be expected of flow patte~ about swept-pack airfoils and to
outline brtef~v the procetis inrolved in deriving the ~attern of
flow, the metino~that has been diecu8sed Is applied to two generalized
Joukowaki or K&&n4&efftz airfoils. The generalized Joukowski
or &&m&-Trefftz airfoils are use~ because the ccxqnztationof their
normal flow field is relatively simple. ‘The transformation and
pertinent formulas required to obtain these airfoils and their normsl
flow patterns can be found in reference 3. For airfoils of more
general-Character, the method of reference 1 may be used to obtain
the normal flow pattern or it might be found ex~etient to obtain the
normal flow yattern from wind-tunnel data.

Example l.- A normal section of the first airfoil has a .
msximum thickness ratio of shout 10 percent chord at 45 percent
chord fram the leading edge and etificient camber to yield a lift #

coefficient of 0.2, relative to the normal flow, at zero angle of
attack. This airfoil tith some of the atreemlines of the normal
flow field and the velocity ratio u*/Uo ‘ alon~ these streamlines
is shown in figure 5. -

auuosz stral@t a
where all -.. .

By start--g ahead of.the airfoil where the “stresml.inesare–7.-..
nd in the direction of the undisturbed flow, or

velocity ratios are.,ver~nearl
d

equal to unity, and b~
conmnumg behind the airfoil to where e ssmm conditions obta~n,
co~espondfng values of.,z “&d” U’/Vo’ at mall intervals of “..
x cosll can%e’teken from ftgure Y.,toapply IQ equetions (1)
and (2). ..
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The -angle t? of equation (1) can be found from corresponding v
Vsluc$sof & COSA and Az hy use of “theequation

Az@l=arctan —
Ax Cx (3)

With corresponding values of et ad w/uof thus obtained, the
laterel d.Zsplacement y can be ccmputed by equations (2) and (2)
for any value of ~weepback ~.

The lateral dfaplaoements of the etreemlfnes in the aotvsl
flow field, corresponding to the streamlines of the normal flow
field shown in figure 5, are shown as functions of x in figure &“-

—

for L = 450. It will be noted in figure 6 thatno s~ation
—

point exists in the actual field, At the point correqonding to
the stagnation point of the normal flow field there is tineconstant
component of flow parallel to the axis of the air~oi.1, Photo-
graphic views of anodol of the airfoil fitted with an end plate
that is shaped accomling ta the vertical end lateral displacements
of the streamlines are shown in figure 7. The lateral displacement
of corresponding streamlines above end below the atrfoil are
different. (See fige. 6 end ‘i’.) For a given airfoil at a given
angle of sweepbeck the magnitude of this difference ts r@ated

.. directly to the difference in local.velocities on the upper and
lower surfaces and consequently to the circulation.

Ex.mple 2,- A normal section of the second airfoil has a-—
maxhmm thickness ratio of about 12 percent chord at about :*7 per-
cent chord from the leading edge and sufficient csmb6r to yield
a lift coefficient of 0,5, relative to the normal flow, at zero
angle of attack. This airfoil with some of the streamlines of the
normal flow field and velocity ratio U:/Uot elong the Streamlines
is shown in f@re 8. —

The lateral displacements of the streamlines in-%d actmd. flow
field as functions of x are shown in figure 9 for ~ = h5°.
~hotographic views of a model of this airfoil fftted with an end —
plate that is shaped according ta the vertical end lateral displace-
ments of the streamlines are shown in figure 10. The mane charac-
teristic~ that were pointed out for the 10-percent-thick airfoil
can %e noted in these figures. In figures 9 ad 10 the difference
in the displucments of corresponding slaxmmlines above and below
the 12-percent-thick aitioil can be seen to be much @eater than
the corresponding differences shown in figures 6 and 7 for the
N-percent-thick a3rfoil, This variation is to be expected sfnce
a much greater circulation is requtred for the hi@er lift coefficion’t
associated with the 22-percent-thick airfoil..

.—

.
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DETEWINATION OF SJUJ?13OF BODY TO CONFORM WITH

FLOW ABOLT OBLIQUE AIRFOIL

Since the streamlines are laterally displaced in passing
over an oblique airfoil, it cea be seen that if’%WU such airfoils
are brought together to form a swept-back plan form, the tedlency
toward a iateral bending of the streamlines on one airfoil WOKM
interfere with that on the other. Also, if an airfoil is attached
obliquely to a fuselage or nacelle, these bodies would interfere
with the bending of the streamlines. Such interferencesmi@t
neutralize the favorable effect that wouid otherwise be obtained
from sweep’back. It is, therefore, proposed’that the fuselage and
nacelles can be shaped in accordance with the stresml.inepattern
for a given desi~. lift coefficient &r@ thus, minimize the inter-
ference in flowin the nei@orhood of this lift coefficient.

Ih shaping a %ody to fit the streamline yattezm about an
oblique airfoil the Ufference in the displacement of streamlines
above end below the airfoil -mustbe accounted for by an offset
or “shelf!’in the part OS the body tehtid the trailing edge of
the airfoil. TIM ~~er~ characteristics of the shape that bodies
must have cen be seen in figures 7 and 10.
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(a) Front view of upper surface.

Figure 7.- Model of generalized Jotiowski airfoil fitted with end plate
shaped according to streamline pattern. Maximum thickness ratio,
10 percent chord; liftcoefficientrelativeto normal flow, O.2; angle
of attack, Oo; angle of obliquity,45°.
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Fig. 7b
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(b) Front view of lower surface.

Figure 7.- Continual.
.
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Figure 7.- Continu4.
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(d) Rear view

Figure 7.-

of lower surface.

Concluded.
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(a) Front view of upper surface.

Figure 10. - Model of generalized Joukowski airfoil fitted with end plate.

shaped according to streamhe pattern. Maximum thickness ratio,
12 percent chord; lift coefficient relative to normal flow, O.5; angle
of attack, O0; angle of obliquity, 45°.
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(b) Front view of lower surface.

Figure 10.- Continued.

Fig. 10b
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(c) Rear view of upper surface.

Figure 10. - Continued.
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Fig. 10d

(d) Rear view of lower surface.

Figure 10.- Concluded.
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